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0.  What is your name? 
 
 _____________________________ 
 
1.  In stock trader parlance, what are the three “I”s? 

 
a. ________________ 
b. ________________ 
c. ________________ 
 

2. Minsky suggested that a financial bubble is underway when you have three kinds of 
borrowers participating in the market.  Which one is NOT one of them? 
 
a. Innovator 
b. Speculative 
c. Ponzi 
d. Hedge 

 
3.  Subjectively, a speculative bubble is underway if the interest rate for a risky borrower 

and a safe borrower is too _______. 
 
a. High 
b. Wide 
c. Different 
d. Similar 

 
4.  The advance for an established artist is $400,000.  The advance for a new artist is 

$385,000.  Using PV and interest rates, explain why this is a sign of a financial 
bubble. 
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Present Value of a Stream of Revenue

Using the Mortgage Calculator Backwards
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PV  of a stream of income.
quarterly payments of $4,500

risk free
for 5 years

use treasury 5 year yield of .84%
PV= $88,045
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Note  for out purposes we will use the treasury rate when it’s a  “risk free” amount.
However most people wouldn’t use the treasury rate for risk free.  Because interest rates on US treasuries are distorted right 
now.  They actually pay “negative” interest in real terms.  they don’t even keep up with inflation.   in the real world you would 

use a your best guest at the inflation rate for a “risk free” interest rate.
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Now consider the case of  a songwriters stream of  quarterly income.

over the last 3 years the income stream is as follows

suppose we wanted to buy this songwriters catalogue.  we decide to just consider the 
next 5 years of royalties and we want to estimate a PV
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low estimate high estimate
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Risk and Volatility
Stock Historic Volatility

A better way might be to use something like “historic volatility” that is used for stock prices.
and from this historic volatility find an appropriate interest rate to use to compute PV
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UGA is home to some of the best risk management/analysts in the US.  
They could come up with a very sophisticated way of pricing this catalogue. 
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Let’s try pricing this catalogue again.
This time let’s pretend that we got expert advice from the risk management dept
They told us to use the median quarterly income and an interest rate of $9.44 %
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Later we are told that they forgot to add risk associated with 
the revenue valued in euros.  i.e. there is a foreign currency 
exchange rate risk.  they change the interest rate to 13.13%
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My BMI airplay royalty statements average about  $6000 a quarter.
How do i calculate the PV of the next 3 years of BMI statements?

PV of stream of income
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The first four Camper Van Beethoven Records generate an 
average of $12,000 in royalties a year (to CVB).  The 

licensing deal expires soon.  Assume we don’t want to 
release these ourselves.  What is the PV of 5 years of 

$12000 a year?

If I use 10% annual interest rate?
If I use 5%?
If I use 20%
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Mariah Careys $80,000,000 deal**

needs to generate 3.52 million a quarter plus 
cover all manufacture and distribution costs
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More Gnucash.
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Gnucash
more touring

turning unearned income into “real” income (accrual 
accounting)

using the agency escrow account
due march 6
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The band tours to Birmingham alabama  then Atlanta
feb 24-26

From Petty Cash

2/24 per diems of $25 each frank max and robert
2/24 $250 cash from bottle tree

2/25 per diems of $25 frank max and robert
2/25 $250 cash from the earl
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Credit card expenses
2/24 Fuel Cheveron Birmingham AL $65

2/24 Courtyard Marriot Birmingham AL $84.10
2/26 Quik Stop  Duluth GA $75
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Convert Unearned Income Liability 
to income.

Open unearned per fees ledger
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2/26 Pay manager 15%
from checking account   15% of  $1000

why aren’t we paying agent?
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2/27 High Road (agent) emails escrow statement
wires $400 to check account 

2/22       The Bottle Tree        deposit received    $250
2/22        The Earl                  deposit recieved   $250
2/24        The Bottle Tree       commission    -$50
2/25        The Earl                  commision    -$50
2/27        Net to artist                                 $400
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Finally record the van depreciation

approx 438 miles $65
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